New England Climate Impacts Fellowship

Climate Solutions New England (CSNE) is an initiative of the UNH Sustainability Institute that promotes collaboration and collective impacts toward the goal of greater energy self-reliance and weather resilience that contribute to healthy, prosperous, and sustainable communities across New England. Its five key elements are as follows: a network, a vision, analysis, planning and convening.

One key aspect of ongoing analysis is the tracking of regional impacts as climate continues to change. The New England Climate Impacts Fellow will help conduct a new analysis of climate impacts data from across the region. The Fellow will:

- **Work with CSNE director and others** to assess climate change past and future across New England and examine potential impacts of that change.
- **Analyze existing meteorological data and climate model output** to document past and potential future climate change
- **Develop new graphics** that will assist with communication of results to broad audience
- **Help write a UNHSI report** to inform planners, government officials, business leaders, the media and citizens on the impacts of past and future climate change.
- **Develop communications pieces** based on the report

**Location:** Durham, NH  
**Time commitment:** 40 hours per week, June 3-August 9, 2013

This fellowship is an opportunity for a highly skilled and motivated student to contribute to a unique and exciting regional effort. As a result, fellows can anticipate gaining the following:

- An understanding of the impacts of climate change on shaping New England’s future;
- A written analysis that will inform …;
- Opportunities to network and build relationships with scientists and leaders from across New England;
- Writing and presentation experience; and
- Engagement with CA-CP’s climate fellow alumni network.